STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS:
Club:
Weather:
Track:
Rail:
Stewards:
Typist:

Hawke’s Bay Racing
Fine
Dead (5)
Out 4 metres
G Whiterod (Chairman), N Goodwin, B Bateup
S Shirriffs

Date:

Thursday, 19 May 2016

GENERAL:

SUPPLEMENTARY:
Nil

SUMMARY:
Swabbing:

SELWYN; TWINKLES; GINGERNUTS; HONEY RIDER; SCARLET’S SECRET; HOIST; SHOW FAR
SHOW GOOD; LINCHPIN.

Suspensions:

Race

Protests:

Race

Fines:

Race

Warnings:

Race

Bleeders:

Race

Horse Actions:

Race

2

C Lammas (EL CORREDOR)
[Rule 638(1)(d) – Careless riding 200 metres suspended 22nd – 29th May inclusive (4
days)

1

A Wallace (KOHI ROAD)
[Rule 638(3)(b)(i) – Unnecessary use of whip on horse out of contention.

Medical Certificates:
Rider Changes:

Race

Late Scratchings:

Race

RACE COMMENTS:
Race 1
FLAIR AMATEUR RIDERS 2100 (2100 metres)
EPINEAUX was slow away.
MR COOL BOY raced wide without cover early.
THAT’S HOW IT GOES (T Miles) shifted in when struck with the whip near the 600 metres, tightening SELWYN. T Miles was
shown video of the incident and advised to exercise more care in similar circumstances.
Rider A Wallace (KOHI ROAD) was issued with a warning under Rule 638(3)(b)(i) for the unnecessary use of his whip on a
runner out of contention.
Race 2
DOW AGRO-SCIENCES 2100 (2100 metres)
NO DEAL, LONG SHOT, MR ENTHUSIASTIC and CENTILLY were slow away.
OSCAR’S SHADOW over-raced in the early and middle stages.
NO DEAL and MR ENTHUSIASTIC raced wide throughout.
C Lammas (EL CORREDOR) admitted a breach of Rule 638(1)(d) (careless riding) in that he angled his mount outwards near
the 200 metres when not clear of NAPOLEON, which was hampered and SUNSET GIRL which was dictated outwards into
the line of MR ENTHUSIASTIC which was checked. After deliberations C Lammas has his licence to ride in races suspended
from the conclusion of racing on Saturday, 21st May up to and including Sunday, 29th May 2016 (4 days).
WAIZ ONE was held up and unable to improve until inside the final 200 metres.

FISTFULOFDOLLARS was held up for some distance in the home straight prior to being angled outwards, gaining clear
running near the 100 metres.
Race 3
PGG WRIGHTSON 2YO 1300 (1300 metres)
SAVE THE STARS was tightened at the start and became unbalanced.
EDWARDIAN LADY was slow away then raced wide throughout.
OLD FARM ROAD lugged inwards under pressure in the home straight and bumped with BLUESUEDE CHOUXS near the 150
metres.
Race 4
BALLANCE AGRI-NUTRIENTS 2YO (1300 metres)
HINERANGI and VENLA were slow away.
MADAM MONICA raced three wide throughout.
Race 5
FRUITFED SUPPLIES 1200 (1200 metres)
THREE KINGDOMS, RAZZLE DAZZLE MAN and BOB’STHEJOB were slow away.
THREE KINGDOMS made the first bend awkwardly when over-racing and shifted out hampering MISS FINNERTY, which in
turn hampered RED TIARA.
MADAM DEFARGE raced keenly throughout.
RED DUST raced wide throughout.
Race 6
ADAMA 3YO 1400 (1400 metres)
PRINCESS DILLON and RUSTY IN MELBOURNE were slow away.
RUSTY IN MELBOURNE was obliged to improve its position wide rounding the turn.
M Coleman was questioned into his ride on AMBITIOUS GLORY, in particular his lack of vigour in the early part of the home
straight. M Coleman advised stewards that he anticipated the gap between TURKEY LOWE and ULYSSES closing when both
those runners shifted ground. ULYSSES then continued to hang inwards for the remainder of the home straight, placing
AMBITIOUS GLORY in restricted room. AMBITIOUS GLORY then went to the line without being fully tested.
MARYKATE was momentarily placed in restricted room near the 150 metres when racing to the inside of the tiring
PLATINUM LOOKER.
Race 7
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION 1300 (1300 metres)
ELUSIVE BOXERS began awkwardly and was slow away.
ABBEY ROAD commenced to over-race when the pace ahead eased near the 1000 metres so shifted wide abruptly off the
heels of ITS OUR SHOWTIME and then raced wide without cover for the remainder.
TRIGGER over-raced near the end of the back straight and had to be steadied off heels for some distance approaching the
600 metres and in doing so shifted out hampering HEEZA DREIMER which was steadied.
BONNY EMILIA was held up for some distance in the home straight and when being angled for a narrow run near the 100
metres bumped with WHATWEDO, which was being dictated outwards by HOSKINS which hung out under pressure over
the final stages.
ELUSIVE BOXERS (M Tanaka) was held up in the home straight and unable to improve until inside the final 100 metres.
M Tanaka was advised to exercise greater care after shifting in near the 100 metres when not the required distance clear of
MISSY MOO, which had to steady.
SACRED WIND raced in restricted room in the home straight.
Race 8
WATER SUPPLY PRODUCTS MILE (1600 metres)
NAKURU broke through its barrier immediately prior to the start and after a veterinary inspection was cleared to race.
BLUSHING BELLE was slow away.
HAVATASTE made contact with the hind quarters of THAILAND going into the first turn which resulted in HAVATASTE
having to check out of a narrow run losing ground.
HUTCH raced wide without cover throughout.
Race 9
VALAGRO PACIFIC MILE (1600 metres)
SPLURGE (M Cameron) became fractious in its barrier after coming into contact with the side of its gate. SPLURGE
underwent a veterinary inspection and was cleared to start. Rider M Cameron was to recommend to connections that a
barrier blanket be applied at its next start.
BRONZEGATE became unsettled in the gate next to SPLURGE.
HEART BEAT was slow away.
SPLURGE raced wide without cover throughout. Rider M Cameron reported that SPLURGE had little left after racing wide.
STEEL ROSE over-raced in the back straight.
STEEL ROSE was held up for some distance in the home straight until near the 200 metres.

